
Versatility and Flexibility, coupled with Superior Quality in

Outdoor Solutions



About Curtainland

Curtainland offers diverse range of  products from Fabrics, upscale upholstery, roofing systems to 

Awnings, trimmings, designer rails & poles, exquisite wood pelmet carving and a host of  other 

accessories. Every product in Curtainland’s extensive range delivers an innovative hardware 

solution that brings precision in motion.

Here at Curtainland, we have invested in specialist machinery to enable us to produce our own 

solutions, with the production process being overseen at each step by our skilled technicians, from 

sourcing the finest materials to finishing on our signature touch, offering a wide range of  

solutions to choose from.

Our key to success is our deep passion for creating luxury, reflecting in high degree of  

craftsmanship and a constant focus on quality.



Awnings

Make the most of unused or uncovered outdoor space. Our awnings offer versatility and flexibility, coupled with

premium quality components and beautiful aesthetics. We feature the highest quality of materials available, by the

region’s most experienced craftsmen.



Retractable Awnings

Whether extending the space ,adding sun protection to an outdoor seating area or protecting the customers from inclement weather,

The addition of Retractable Awnings can offer a comfortable environment and elegant look to the space. We design custom

retractable awnings with variable frame size specifications and offers vast collection of fabrics to choose from.



Retractable  Sail

Visually impressive and practical commercial Retractable Sail which are fully wind rated. We supply retractable sail that are

architecturally designed, technologically advanced and known for ease to use.



Aluminium Pergolas

The essential design of  the aluminum structure is combined with the lightness of  the fabric thus creating a unique style. Refined 

and practical, pergolas with sliding cover will be the ideal choice to complement the beauty of  outdoor spaces.



Tensile Shade Structure

The perfect blend of  form and functionality, Our range of  high quality waterproof  tensile fabric structures are perfect for 

outdoors and are expertly crafted to give protection from the elements, now and for many years to come.



Canopy
Made to measure, We provide 

Canopies in several shapes & sizes 

based on the outdoor applications. 

The timeless elegance of  canopy 

protects from sunlight, providing 

any space with comfort, shade and 

absolute privacy.

Our retractable and stationary 

window canopies also add a stylish 

decor touch and charm to the space
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Umbrellas

Capable to withstand extreme 
weather, our Outdoor 
umbrellas define safe space 
and serve as a visual marker 
for open hospitality. Increase 
functional square footage, 
while carrying the comfort 
and design focus of the 
interior outdoors with our 
range of umbrellas designed 
with practicality and 
outstanding quality.



Curtainland Showroom
Ground Floor
Pyramid Centre
Oud Metha, Dubai
Tel: +971 4 335 0626
Email: info@curtainlandme.com


